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The BA in French Studies programme is available in four versions:
 French Studies (UCAS R110)
 French Studies with History (UCAS Code RV10)
 French Studies with International Relations (UCAS Code R1L2)
 French Studies with Business (UCAS Code R11N)
The French Studies modules are listed below. The module information for the minor subjects
are listed on page 8 onwards.

BA in French Studies
Students are required to take compulsory Language Courses (prefix L-) covering grammar,
written and oral expression and translation, as well as a range of Content Courses (prefix C-).
The C- Courses taken in Year 1 are all compulsory, but in Years 2 and 3, students have
increasing choice of subject area.

Year 1 – All courses are compulsory, and taught and assessed in French
L100 The grammatical and syntactical structures of written and spoken French
Students have a total of 5 hours per week on language (4h written work and 1 hour oral work)
in Term 1 and 4 hours per week in Term 2. Oral work focuses on developing students’
readiness for employment, with the preparation of French CVs, mock interviews and business
pitching exercises. Class sizes are 15 maximum.
C100 Oeuvres: Critical approaches to literature and visual arts
Detailed study of selected textual, cinematic and visual works, presenting some of the key
aesthetic movements in modern French literature and culture, extending students’
exploration of cultural production in France by considering the interplay between aesthetic,
social and political movements. Works currently studied include Voltaire’s Candide,
impressionist painting, Apollinaire’s visual poetry, the theatre of the absurd, Nouvelle Vague
cinema and a modern novel.
C110 Histoire et Histoires: Social, Political and Cultural Issues: From the Revolution to the
Present Day
In Term 1 students have an introduction to the foundational moments of post-Revolutionary
French history and the principle tenets of Republicanism, from the social movements on
which the Republic was built, to the political structures that consolidated it, to the social
forces that made it vulnerable in the face of the rise of extremist political groups in the
interwar years. In Term 2, this is followed by a study of the need to rebuild France,
economically and politically, in the wake of the Second World War, and of the effects of the
postwar economic boom associated with the difficulties of decolonisation.
C130 La France contemporaine
This course will complement C100 and C110 by introducing students to the key institutions
(both national and international) and issues that shape contemporary France.
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C100, C110 and C130 are taught in a mixed lecture / seminar format: students have a onehour lecture plus a one-hour small group seminar for each course every week, (15 students
max) with a class tutor. The courses are assessed through a combination of continual
assessment exercises and exams.

Year 2
Compulsory Courses
L 200 – Advanced Grammar of Written and Spoken French; Development of Techniques of
Written and Oral Expression in Various Situations – taught and assessed in French
Advanced study of grammatical, lexico-linguistic and stylistic aspects of French to improve
students’ written French and oral competence. Assessment takes place through a series of
coursework assignments, oral presentations and a written exam.
L 210 – Introduction to Translation
Contrastive study of French and English lexis and syntax through exercises in translation from
French to English (taught in English) and from English to French (taught in French). Assessed
through a combination of coursework and an end-of-year exam.

Electives – Students choose a total of six of the following options.
C201 Introduction to French Linguistics
This course explores linguistics as an intellectual discipline, taking particular account of the
French context and aspects of the French language. The origins of human language, as well
as the line of descent of Modern French from Indo-European through Latin, are considered,
with particular attention to standardisation processes and linguistic policies affecting the
other langues de France (Breton, Basque, Occitan, Créole, etc.). The various sociolects and
français régionaux within France and the wider Francosphère as well as the issues at stake
for the French language in a time of linguistic globalisation are examined (taught and assessed
in French, one assessed essay, one exam).
C202 Language, Media, Society
An introduction to theoretical principles – Ways of Seeing, Ways of Thinking, using texts from a
variety of contemporary media, including business, advertising, politics and journalism (taught and
assessed in English, one group presentation, one examination).
C212 Identités I: Gender and Sexuality
This course looks at the representation of gender and sexuality in French cultural production
of the 20th and 21st centuries. Students will consider a selection of works representing the
place of men and women and the expression of sexuality in society, and discuss themes
regarding the changing role of women in particular, in a range of classic and contemporary
texts. It offers students the opportunity to familiarise themselves with a range of important
modern French-language authors, while developing close reading skills and their capacity to
analyse the key themes of gender and sexuality in the texts (taught and assessed in French,
two written assignments).
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C213 Twentieth-Century Art
This course takes a close look at visual art of the 20th century in France— a period of
incredible change and innovation in the artistic world. Students will first examine the origins
of modern art at the end of the 19th century, before closely studying the key Avant-Garde
movements of the pre-1945 era: cubism, dada and surrealism. They will then look at artistic
currents emerging on the post-1945 scene: lettrism, nouveau réalisme and pop art. The
semester ends with a study of photography and, notably, of phototextuality — a form of
artistic expression mixing text and photographic image made popular by such artists as
Sophie Calle (taught and assessed in French, two written assignments).
C214 History and Memory I – Les récits nationaux
How do the stories we tell about the past shape our understandings of ourselves in the
present? Focusing on official and unofficial practices of commemoration in the 19 th and 20th
centuries, this course examines the processes through which a French national community
has been constructed and contested. Reflecting on the heritage of the French Revolution,
imperial expansion and 19th-century political crises such as the Commune and the Dreyfus
Affair, students will learn about republican political culture and its legacy of tension in
contemporary France. Based on the historical analysis of festivals, texts, and social
behaviours, and the architecture, monuments and artworks visible in Paris today, the course
encourages students to reflect on the relationship between cultural practice and political
structures (taught and assessed in French, two written assignments).
C220 Instruction for the Nation: L’Éducation nationale
Divided into two halves, this course charts the context of the creation of the national
education system in France in 1881, its consolidation through the Third Republic and its
contribution to the stabilization of the Republic, and its evolution in the post-1945 era,
focusing initially on the major reforms that extended the school leaving age and put in place
the structures intended to provide ‘égalité des chances’. The second phase of the course will
analyse a series of contemporary representations of “school” in France, primarily filmic
representations (taught and assessed in French, one written assignment and one examination).
C221 A Tale of Two Cities
This comparative literature course explores the interplay between fictional representation
and material construction through the study of two of the great world cities, Paris and
London. It considers how metaphors such as the labyrinth, the bowels and the monster
have shaped visions of the city through the industrial era and on into the years following
World War I. And it examines what certain key protagonists - the ambitious upstart, the
destitute young girl, the society hostess… - of these “urban” texts tell us about comparative
conceptions of the city. (taught and assessed in English, two written assignments).
C222 Economic Issues- Part 1
A study of discourses and key concepts in international economic theory and practice,
focusing on the analysis and interpretation of journalistic material from the domains of
contemporary business and economics (taught and assessed in French, one written assignment,
one examination).
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C223 Text, Image and Mass Culture
This course closely studies popular artistic forms mixing text and image. Starting with the
emblem in the Early Modern world, we then consider the caricature—an artistic form so
powerful in the late 18th and 19th century in France that its influence rivalled that of ‘the two
legislative chambers combined’. The course then moves forward to closely study two forms
of 20th century mass culture – the bande dessinée and advertising. We examine the utility of
comic strips as a socio-historical document, and consider racialised and gendered
representations within specific Francophone works, notably Hergé’s Tintin au Congo. Then
we study advertising in France, considering the origins and evolution of this continually
influential text-image form. The course finishes with an examination of the propaganda
poster, a text-image form used to sometimes deadly effect throughout the 20th century
(taught and assessed in French, one written assignment, one examination).
C224 History and Memory II: conflit et commémoration
Marked by two World Wars, bitter conflicts in colonial territories and popular uprisings in
the metropole, the 20th century provoked emotional trauma in French society and posed
considerable challenges to French political structures. This course examines the impact of
such events on French cultural and political identifications, asking how such events have
been remembered by different sections of French society. Students will consider the nature
of ‘collective memory’, how it is formulated, and the social tensions it may engender. Who
or what may be forgotten in commemorations of such events, and why? Using a variety of
materials, including Parisian sites and monuments, newsreel footage, political speeches and
contemporary films, students will reflect on the cultural expression of trauma, its potential
for political manipulation, and the problematic attraction of nostalgia (taught and assessed in
French, one written assignment, one examination).
C225 Identités II: Introduction to the Francosphere
Contemporary literature in French represents a rich and diverse body of work by writers from
the many French-speaking territories around the world, as well as by writers who have
adopted the French language for different reasons. This course studies a number of literary
texts by writers from across the francosphère which explore key themes such as national
identity and language, gender and culture, memory, the act of writing and representation of
the self in works infused with the transnational and with reciprocal cultural exchanges (taught
and assessed in French, two written assignments).

Year 3
Compulsory Courses
L30 – Advanced techniques in formal discourse – taught and examined in French
The course aims to develop the students' linguistic and methodological skills necessary for
the production of French formal writing and oral presentations.
Written classes will involve the study and practice of syntactic constructions at work in
French formal discourse, as well as linguistic analysis of writing samples, and composition of
business letters, reports, summaries, etc.
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Oral classes will focus on the development of students' capacity to produce formal oral
discourses suitable for academic or professional contexts, based on a range of current affairs
topics (examined by continual assessment and examination).
L31 – Advanced translation
Advanced English-French (taught in French) and French-English (taught in English) translation
including a contrastive study of syntax and stylistics (examined by continual assessment and
examination). Translation into English focuses on four different areas of translation: business
and commercial, journalism, advertising and literature.

Electives – Students choose a total of five of the following options.
C304 Fin de siècle I: Politics and Ideology
A study of the political and ideological aspects of late nineteenth-century literary culture in
France contextualized in terms of the major literary, intellectual, artistic and socio-political
developments of the era, including the right-wing reaction against Republican culture and
politics, attitudes towards fertility and gender issues, and anarchism (taught and assessed in
French, two written assignments).
C307 La Prose de la ville
This course will focus on different written experimentations that have sought to relay the
particular pace and complexity of modern life in the city. Beginning with Baudelaire’s prose
poems and ending with examples of contemporary French writing, it invites students to examine
how writers have crafted prose to convey rhythms and encounters specific to the city of Paris.
Questions explored include the disruptive or interruptive nature of urban experience, the
stratification of history in the city and the relation between writing and visual material (painting
and photography in particular). Students will also be required to produce their own ‘prose de la
ville’, in French or in English (taught and assessed in French, two written assignments).
C310 Le Républicanisme en France: 1789-1914
This course aims to capture the legacy of the French Revolution and successive struggles in
the period up to 1914, to impose a given interpretation of Republicanism within the broader
context of French social and political history. Students will undertake critical analysis of the
events that shaped the French Republican model, and examine the on-going political and
historical struggles to impose a given interpretation of what the "Republican" tradition
should stand for (ideological principles, particular relationship between past and present,
institutional dimension). Students will look at the evolution of the Republican model and the
continuing political battle to impose a given interpretation of what it stands for, through
examination and analysis of successive regimes and specific events of the period 1798-1914
(taught and assessed in French, one written assignment, one examination).
C312 Economic Issues- Part 2
This course offers a study of discourses of international business theory and practice based on the
study of key economic and financial concepts, and focusing on the analysis and interpretation of
economic and financial journalism (taught and assessed in French, one written assignment, one
examination).
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